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Data
(Data sources : LG SEND report, SEN 2 data)



Overall there are LOWER numbers of pupils at SEN Support / 
EHCP in Northumberland than the national average. 
Direction of travel - INCREASING over time. 



Northumberland has LOWER than average numbers of pupils at 
SEN Support. 
Direction of travel -  INCREASING over time.



Overall there are HIGHER numbers of pupils with an EHCP in 
Northumberland than the national average. 
Direction of travel - INCREASING over time.



No of C&YP with EHC Plan

Age Group Jan 16 Jan 17 Jan 18

Under age 5 8 56 31

Aged 5 to 10 364 482 472

Aged 11 to 15 663 717 734

Aged 16 to 19 419 382 518

Aged 20 to 25 32 43 145

Total 1486 1680 1900
(Source: SEN2 Census Returns Jan 2016, 2017 & 2018) 

EHCPs - 3 year trend data



% of CYP with an EHCP placed in maintained special school

More schools are applying for an EHCP than meeting needs at 
SEN Support. 

Northumberland places significantly more children in Special 
Schools compared to the national average.



Primary need 
identified in 
PRIMARY schools

Data sources: SEN2

We are significantly 
HIGHER than the 
national average for 
SLCN, while being   
LOWER for MLD and 
significantly  LOWER 
for Specific Learning 
Difficulties



Primary Need 
identified in 
SECONDARY schools

Data sources: SEN2

We are significantly 
LOWER than the 
national average for 
SpLD. We are HIGHER 
for MLD, SLCN, SLD 
and ASD.

SEMH is significantly 
HIGHER than the 
national average.



Primary need 
identified in 
SPECIAL schools

Data sources: SEN2

We are HIGHER than 
the national average 
for SpLD, ASD, Other 
and SEMH 
(significantly moreso)

We are LOWER for 
MLD, PMLD and HI



SEND Commissioning Dashboard

Robust data collection process around Panel is allowing clearer scrutiny 
of needs and school responses to meeting need. Initial findings

● 50% of EHCPs issued between 1st Sept 17 and now have a formal 
diagnosis of ASD

● Of those 50%, schools identify SEMH as primary need, not ASD
● Primary schools are more likely to initiate an EHA than secondary
● A small number of schools appear to be over referring when 

compared to activity in schools of similar size and catchment



Questions raised by data scrutiny:

● Are some SEN being under identified? 
● Are some SEN being over identified?
● Are schools confident in identifying need registering CYP on SEN 

registers?
● Are schools confident on implementing the Graduated 

Approach?



SEND 
Workstreams



Workstreams - coproduction via working groups:

The Graduated Approach

EHCP Processes

The Mainstream Local Offer

SEND Commissioning Panel

● Working groups have included SENCos, SEND Support Services, Health and 
Social Care colleagues

● Consultation also via SENCo network meetings
● Consultation with parent/carers and learners
● Coproduction with In It Together
● Consultation with Governors via briefings

Work concluding and ready for 
publication and presentation on July 

6th at SENCo Conference



Contributing schools:
Abbeyfield First School Grangeview Primary School NCEA Primary

Ashington Academy Haltwhistle Lower Campus Otterburn and West Woodburn 
First Schools

Chantry Middle School Hareside Primary School Prudhoe Castle First School

Collingwood Arts and Media 
College

Haydon Bridge High School Prudhoe High School

Corbridge First School Highfield Middle School Shilbottle Primary School

Cramlington LV Hillcrest  School Stobhillgate Primary School

Croftway Primary School Newminster Middle School The Dales School



Graduated Approach

Clear guidance being launched at conference
● Mainstream Local Offer
● Quality First Teaching
● SEN Support Plan
● Implement specialist advice
● Two cycles of Assess - Plan - Do - Review
● COSA
● Assessment of need
● Provision of an EHCP



Review of processes re statutory assessments 

To be launched July 2018 for September 1st start

● Requests for an assessment will be for CONSIDERATION OF STATUTORY 
ASSESSMENT (COSA) 

● New application forms which have been co-produced with schools
● Forms will be available to download from the Local Offer
● STAR (Short Term Additional Resource) will replace Top Up
● Top Up funding being reviewed over the coming year - converted to an EHCP, 

STAR or ceased 
● Clearer guidance and paperwork around Annual Reviews, co-produced with 

schools
● New paperwork to enable the voice of the parent/carer and learner to be more 

central



Review of SEND Commissioning Panel 

Increased scrutiny and accountability inherent, with processes that ensure that 
● schools clearly evidence graduated approach to meeting emergent need within 

their own resources
● increasingly specialist interventions have been sought and acted upon from 

within own resources
● appropriate advice has been sought and received during statutory assessment 

process
● EHCPs reference all relevant advice so that holistic provision is stated which is 

reflective of need
● decision making is applied consistently and transparently 

New Terms of Reference finalised, roles and responsibilities within the Panel more 
clearly defined, membership changed. Bandings being reviewed through AEN 
Committee.



Volunteers required



Capacity planning 

● Reviewing Early Identification pathways
● Reviewing the need within the system to determine options for 

increasing specialist provision 
● Request for expressions of interest in development of ARP’s 

(Russell Pickering)
● Reviewing systems for Post 16, Post 19 learners
● Next round of consultation Autumn Term 2018



Strengthening identification of SEND through SENCo 
networks and training 

Continued LA SEND support to SENCo network meetings across 
County

SENCo training programme to be offered 2018-19

● Initial focus on SEMH and Behaviour, followed by a series of ‘need 
specific’ sessions to be delivered in 4 localities

Phase 2 of GA documentation to be produced 2018-19 which will 
support shared understanding of when an EHCP is needed via 
development of multiagency ‘need specific’ guidance



Review of SEND Support Services 
CoP requirement for schools to be providing ‘increasingly specialist’ support 
through GA. Outside specialists play important part in effective GA
Currently:

Service Total Expenditure
Financial Year 17-18

SLA Income Generated 
Financial Year 17-18

SLA Income as a % of 
Total Expenditure for 
Financial Year 17-18

Psychological Services £859,160 * £131,844 15.3%

Autism Support Service £376,200 £105,546 28%

Behaviour Support 
Service

£434,120 £89,521 20.6.%

Literacy Support Service  £219,970 £69,573 31.6%

SLCN Support Service £699,880 £94,557 13.5%

We need to work together to determine a solution. 



Moving forward

● Co-production central to all new developments, all developments will 
be in partnership with schools and other partners

● Establish Think Tank with School leaders, LA SEND Strategists and 
Parent Carer Forum

● Consideration of needs led model of provision - what is the best 
approach and service delivery to match provision to need?



Additional areas for development moving 
forward:

● Consider SEND Peer Review system
● Consult around how to effectively share good practice (SENCo networks and  

‘Lead SENCOs’?)
● ‘Learning Together’ SEND modules
● Training opportunities for classroom practitioners
● ‘Outcomes’ training across Education, Health and Social Care to ensure robust 

outcomes within EHCPs
● Focus on transitions and Preparation for Adulthood agenda
● Further strategic involvement of parents/carers and learners



Other areas of progress:

● Development of systems and processes associated with SEND 
across Health and Social Care with improved communication across 
the sectors 

● Social Care SEND Champions identified in Locality Teams. 
● Regular SEND Health meetings to support greater collaboration
● Health advice for Statutory Assessment more consistent, and QA 

process in place
● Multi Agency EHCP Audit meetings established 
● New EHCP format to ensure best practice and compliance
● Local Offer currently undergoing review and restructure
● Joint commissioning - NHS SLT & SLCN SEND Support Service, 

Special School Nursing, PMHW



Please don’t hesitate to get in touch if you would like to discuss issues relating to 
SEND

nicola.taylor@northumberland.gov.uk

angela.davies@northumberland.gov.uk 

samantha.barron@northumberland.gov.uk

russell.pickering@northumberland.gov.uk 

Thank you
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